This is Fuse. It's a place of sharing and expressing, connecting and coming together. And it's where modern living gets a fresh take on home. Where new townhomes set the stage for experience, you can lead the way to the life you envision.

It's starting your day with a spark as you gather with friends over coffee and ideas. Taking your creativity down the street to the excitement at the neighborhood park. And sharing common ground with neighbors and family in the scene at the clubhouse. Every moment here is fresh with energy—and it's all surrounded by a place as unique as you.
One of America’s Leading Homebuilders

Since 1954, we’ve had the privilege of helping hundreds of thousands of families across America move into the next stage of their lives with a new home.

We build homes in some of the most desirable cities in the nation and for all stages of your life: first home, move-up home or a multigenerational home to accommodate your changing family needs.

Our communities cater to all lifestyles and include urban, suburban, active adult and golf course living.
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